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PREFACE 

The astronauts, Lunar Scientific investigators, and various 
engineers, etc., working with the exploration, excursion and navigational 
aspects of the Apollo program have a need for a quick and ready manual 
which briefly summarizes and references the various disciplines pertinent 
to the program.' In order to keep the data accurate, yet brief and easily 
used, each book concerns itself with only a five by eight degree area. 

Each book presents in a convenient manner and in a format amenable 
to updating, current available data for the specific selenographic area 
designated as its title .page. Each volume area is designated by its lower 
left corner coordinates. Most of the material which was used in compiling 
the book is available through the Data Bank of the Mapping Sciences Lab. 
as of August 1, 1968. As new data becomes available, necessary corrections, 
additions and/or deletions will be made. 

This volume was prepared by the Mapping Sciences Department of the 
General Electronics Branch, Houston Aerospace Division, Lockheed Electronics 
Company under Contract NAS 9-5191 in response to job order 60-074 issued by 
the Manned Spacecraft Center, Mapping Sciences Lab. 

The final format arrangement and textural compilation was made b,y 
Mr. Harold Almond and the final graphic illustrations were made by 
Mr. William Hoffman. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The area described in this book is bounded on the east by 
20° east longitude, on the west by 25° east longitude, on the south 

0 by the equator and on the north by 08 north latitude. It is a part of 
the lowland-mare physiographic division and falls in the west-central 
portion of the Mare Tranquillitatis basin. The most outstanding feature, 
Arago crater, is in the northwest quadrant of the book area. 

All the available data applicable to this volume covering such 
disciplines as geology, chemistry, geophysics, photography, topography, 
etc., have been extracted from reference material indicated on each 
illustration or noted in the textural portions. A bibliography of these 
references can be found at the rear of the book. 



PHaiOGRAPHY 

There have been five Lunar Orbiter photographic missions. This 
section describes the purpose of each and provides a graphic index of 
the areas of coverage as pertains to this book. 

Other missions such as the Surveyor and Ranger have also transmitted 
imagery back to earth. The latter imagery, being of such large scale and 
therefore covering relatively small areas, is included only when it appears 
to significantly add to the overall data and when it falls within the data 
book boundary. 



AREA: 

SUBJECT: 

DESCRIPTION: 

OON/20E 

LUNAR ORBITER MISSION I COVERAGE (PHCYI'OGRAPHIC) 

The photographic objective of Mission I (also referred to 

as Mission A) was to obtain detailed lunar topographic and 

geologic information of various lunar terrain types; to 

assess their suitability for use as landing sites by Apollo 

and SUrveyor missions. 

Photography was begun on August 18, 1966 and final readout 

of photography was completed on September 13, 1966. In that 

period 211 spacecraft photos were exposed. Each photo 

included a medium resolution and a high resolution frame. 

Because of malfunction of the shutter on the high resolution 

camera, only eleven high resolution frames of good quality 

were obtained. The medium resolution camera operated 

satisfactorily for the entire mission. 

The overprint opposite this page shows the areas of coverage 

and the number of each exposure, as pertains to this data 

book. 

Ref. : Anon. : Preliminary Geologic Evaluation and Apollo 

Landing Analysis of Areas Photographed by Lunar Orbiter 

I, Langley Working Paper 323, Langley Research Center, 

Langley Station, Hampton, Va., NASA, November 1966. 
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AREA: 

SUBJECT: 

DFSCRIPriON: 

OON/20E 

LUNAR ORBITER MISSION II COVERAGE (PHGrOORAPHIC) 

The primary purpose of the Lunar Orbiter II mission was 

to obtain, from lunar orbit, detailed photographic infor

mation of various lunar areas so as to assess their 

suitability as landing sites for Apollo and Surveyor 

spacecraft. The selection of the areas photographed was 

made on the basis of preliminary analysis of the Lunar 

Orbiter I photography. 

The spacecraft was inserted into lunar orbiter on November 

10, 1966. During the period from November 18, 1966 to 

December 6, 1966, the spacecraft photography and readout 

was accomplished. Because of a malfunction of the spacecraft 

communication system, not all the frames exposed were read 

back. As a result, only 208 moderate resolution and 204 

high resolution frames were received. The map index on the 

opposite page illustrates the photography available within 

the area of this book. 

Ref. : Anon. : Preliminary Geologic Evaluation and Apollo 

Landing Analysis of Areas Photographed by Lunar 

Orbiter II, Langley Working Paper 363, Langley Research 

Center, Langley Station, Hampton Va., NASA, March 1967. 
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AREA: OON/20E 

SUBJECT: LUNAR ORBITER MISSION III COVERAGE (PHarOORAPHIC) 

DESCRIPTION: The primary purpose of the Lunar Orbiter III Mission was 

to obtain detailed photographic information of various areas 

and assess their suitability as landing sites for Apollo and 

Surveyor spacecraft. The spacecraft was inserted into a 

lunar orbit on February 8, 1967. During the period from 

February 1-5, 1967 to March 2, 1967, photography of the lunar 

surface and r~adout of the photography took place. Beca~se 

of a malfunction in the readout film - advance mechanism -

not all the photos taken were read back. Approximately 71% 

of the photography was recovered. The index opposite this 

page delineates the photographic frames which fall within 

the areas of this book. 

Ref.: Anon.: Preliminary Geologic Evaluation and Apollo 

Landing Analysis of Areas Photographed by Lunar 

Orbiter III., Langley Working Paper, Langley Research 

Center, NASA, June 1967. 
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AREA: OON/20E 

SUBJEar: LUNAR ORBITER MISSION IV COVERAGE (PHOTOORAPHIC) 

DESCRIPTION: The primary objective of Orbiter IV was to perform a broad 

systematic photographic survey of lunar surface features in 

order to increase the scientific knowledge of their nature, 

origin, processes, and to serve as a basis for selecting 

sites for more detailed scientific study by subsequent orbital 

and landing missions. 

A two lens systems was utilized which simultaneously took a 

series of high and moderate resolution photographs at the 

desired scale. The overprint opposite this page indicates the 

areas of Goverage, as pertains to this data book, and the 

number of each exposure. 

Ref.: Anon.: Lunar Orbiter Project, Mission IV Description, 

LTD-118-1, April 26, 1967. 

V~J Stereo Coverage 
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AREA: OON/20E 

SUBJEGr: LUNAR ORBITER MISSION V COVERAGE (PHarOORAPHIC) 

DESCRIPI'ION: Five basic photographic tasks were to be performed by 

Lunar Orbiter Mission V. Four of the five tasks were of 

the science type while one was for Apollo. The five tasks 

are as follows: 

1. Provide additional photography for Apollo. 

2. Provide broad survey p~otography of unphotographed 

areas on the far side. 

3. Provide photography of scientifically interesting 

surveyor sites. 

4. Provide photography of scientifically interesting 

"landable" areas for the .Apollo .Application Program. 

(AAP) • 

5. Provide photography of scientifically interesting 

areas. 

A high and moderate resolution photography was simultaneously 

obtained by utilizing a two lens ~ystem. The overprint 

opposite this page indicates the areas of coverage and the 

number of each exposure, as pertains to this data book. 

Ref.: Anon.: Lunar Orbiter Project, Mission V Description 

LarD-1 20-0, July 8, 1967. 
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TOPOGRAPHY 

The area description presented in this Lunar Surface Data Book 
falls within the Lowland-Mare area of the west-central portion of Mare 
Tranquillitatis. The flat, smooth surfaces are locally altered by ridges, 
scarps, rilles, and post-mare cratering. 

The smooth mare surfaces are traversed by a complex system of 
lineaments, sinuous ridges, and scarps. These features which have tapered 
terminations, are commonly less than 100 meters elevation and rarely ex
hibit slopes greater than 5 degrees (B-7*, M-2*). A circular feature, 
formed by ridges, to the southeast of Arago is the Lamont broken-wall ring. 
Mare regions overlain by ray material generally have a higher crater density 
than non-rayed areas, and thus have a somewhat rougher terrain (B-19). The 
western half of the area of interest contains several fairly symmetrical 
craters of from 10 to 25 kilometers in diameter. The rim materials associ
ated with these craters form rough, irregular hummocks near the rim crests 
and low subradial ridges away from the crater. The interior crater-slope 
surfaces grade from moderate to steep, are locally terraced and appear, at 
telescopic resolution, to be rough in some craters and smooth in others. The 
floors of these craters appear to be generally smooth. The larger of these 
craters sometimes appear to be extremely rough, and are locally very steep 
sided. 

Randomly scattered small symmetrical craters and shallow, low rimmed, 
irregularly sloped satellitic craters are present over the entire book area 
(M-2, M-3). Many of the satellitic craters mapped (M-4) are considered by 
Jaffe to be crater chains (B-5). 

Three domes have been mapped near the crater Arago, two large, irregu
lar in shape, domes to the north and to the west of Arago, and one small, 
more uniformly shaped dome to the southeast. These domes are low in pro
portion to their widths, the slopes are shallow and probably do not exceed 
5 degrees (B-7). Several graben and rille features are present in the 
western part of the area (M-2, M-3) • . 

The Ranger VIII impact point is located within the southeast quadrant 
of the book area and detailed descriptions of topography based on the high 
resolution photography have been compiled for the mission. (B-17). 

* B- Designates bibliography reference; M- Designates map reference. 



ARE~: OON/20E 

SUBJECT: LIST OF NAMED TOPOORAPHIC FEATURES 

DES GRIP!' ION: SELENOORAPHIC REFERENCE 

ARAGO 06°10 1N/21°30 1E 

II B 03°27 1N/20°50 1E 

II c 03°57 1N/21°30 1E 

II D 06°58 1N/22°241E 

LAMONr 05°00 1N/23°17 1E 

MANNERS . 04 °37 I N/20°00 11E 

SABINE 01°22 1 N/20°06 1E 

II B 01°27 1N/22°07 1E 

II c 01°03 1N/22°56 1E 

II D 01°21 I N/23° 42 1E 

II E 01 ° 25 IN/ 24 ° 59 IE 

) 



AREA: 

SUBJECT: 

DESCRIPTION: 

OON/20E 

TOPOGRAPHIC MAP OF BOOK AREA 

Portion of LAC 60 (See completed LAC 6o in rear cover 

pocket) published qy Aeronautical Chart & Information 

Center, United States Air Force, St. Louis, Mo., First 

edition, September 1962. 

Control: As established from measures of J. Franz and 

S.A. Saunder as compiled by D.W.G. Arthur and 

E.A. Whitaker in the Orthographic Atlas of the 

MOon, edited by Dr. Gerard P. Kuiper, 196o. 

Vertical Datum: 2.6 km below an assumed spherical figure 

of the moon with a radius of 1738 km. Probable 

error 1000 meters. 

Elevations: Determined by shadow measuring technique as 

refined by University Manchester, England, under 

the direction of Zdenek Kopak, integrated and 

shown in meters. Probable error of localized 

relative heights is 100 meters. 

Scale: 1:1,000,000 

Contour Interval: 6oo meters 

The proposed "East One" (II-P-6) landing site ellipse is annotated in lower 

right corner. 
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AREA: OON/20E 

SUBJECT: RELATIVE ELEVATIONS 

DESCRIPI'ION: All elevations are shown in meters. The relative heights 

of crater rims and other prominences above the maria and 

depths of craters were determined by the shadow measuring 

technique as refined by the Department of Astronomy, 

Manchester University, under the direction of Professor 

Zdenek Kopal. Relative heights, thus·established, have 

been referenced to the assumed vertical datum and have 

been integrated with the gradients of the surface undulations. 

The probable error of the localized relative heights is 

100 meters. Inherent with measuring technique used, relative 

height determinations in general E-W direction are more 

accurate than in the N-S direction. 

Ref.: ACIC 1:1,000,000 LUNAR CHART SERIES 
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AREA: OON/20E 

SUBJEar: TOPOGRAPHIC SLOPE CHART 

DESCRIPTION: The map opposite this page illustrates a preliminary 

analysis of apparently unsuitable 1M landing areas, 

based on craters and areas of high slope, as determined 

from 1:1,000,000 LAC charts. 

6 
11111111 

0 Slopes over 10 

Slopes from 6° to 10° 

• Craters 

Ref.: Almond, R.H.: Task Description on Apollo Zone 
Slope Chart. LEO Technical Memorandum 671-04-041 , 
January 15, 1967. 

Baron, J. Gregory and .Anderson, Arthur: Orbiter 
Mission .Analysis for Apollo Landing Areas. LEO 
Technical Report 642-50-011, August 4, 1966. 
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AREA: 

SUBJECT: 

DFSCRIPI'ION: 

OON/20E 

REGIONAL TOPOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS CHART 

The following illustration represents a portion of the 

preliminary Regional Topographic Analysis of the Apollo 

Zone of Interest Chart, showing areas rejected on the 

basis of slope and terrain roughness as determined from 

the 1:1,000,000 USGS Terrain Map and the 1:500,000 ACIC 

charts, using LM landing and radar approach ray constraints. 

Areas designated on the chart as "acceptable radar" are 

apparently suitable landing surfaces for the LM that have 

acceptable radar approach paths. 

Acceptable radar area IA - Undifferentiated mare 

Acceptable topographic area IV - Rayed mare 

Rejected area 

Ref.: Baron, J. Gregory and Anderson, Arthur: Orbiter 
Mission Analysis for Apollo Landing Areas. LEC 
Technical Report 642-50-D1, August 1966. 
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AREA: OON/20E 

suBJEar : LUNAR ORBITER SITE No. 3- 4POLLO zoNE - A.M. s. AND A. c. r. c, 
SELENODETIC CONTROL 

DESCRIPriON: Site No, 3 - 00° 20 1 N Lat. /24° 50 1 E Long. 
TERRAIN CALIBRATION EVALUATION 

Rating B: Useful data concerning the small scale roughness 

and morphology of this area should be obtained. It is a 

potential surveyor and Apollo landing site. 

Ref. Report: Lunar Orbiter Mission A Description 

APOLLO ZONE - BOUNDARY OF APOLLO ZONE 

A.M.S. SELENODETIC CONTROL 

Point No. 

536 

537 

3667 

Latitude Longitude 

06°10 1 39.7304" 21° 23 1 11.3009" 

04° 36 1 24.2998" 19° 59' 34.6861" 

-00° 321 28.8285 11 24° 11 1 05.8452" 

Ref.: A.M.S. Computer printout Lunar Mapping Phase 3 

A.C.I.C, SELENODETIC CONTROL 

52 

54 

Ref.: A.C.I.C. Technical Paper No. 15- Coordinates of Lunar 
Features 

A.M.S, and A.C.I.C. COINCIDENT CONTROL 

This symbol is used to designate those A.M.S. and A.C.I.C. 

points, whose coordinates vary only slightly, and due to the 

1:1,000,000 base scale, could not be portrayed separately, 
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AREA: OON/2DE 

SUBJECT: DOD SELENODETIC CONTROL 

DESCRIPTION: DOD-66 Adjustment. Control points from data adjustments 

AMS (Selenodetic Control System-1964); compilation b,y Army 

Map Service and Aeronautical Chart and Information Center. 

Point No. Latitude Loggitude 

536 6 °10 1 14. "366 21°24'52. "034 

537 4°35'50."551 20°01'05. 11 248 

536A 3°27'40."104 20° 47' 54. "879 

552 0°58 132. "495 18° 47 1 16. "077 

3667 00°33 138. 11 539 24°121 24."815 

Ref.: Anonymous DOD Selenodetic Control System 1966. 
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which covers most of the western half of Mare Tranquillitatis, and which 

has been designated here as area J. 

Photography from Ranger VIII reveals part of area J in much finer detail, 

although the sun angle was too high to show some of the low but prominent 

ridges. The relief portr~al on this chart consists of a blending of the 

fine ridge structure shown only by Ranger VIII, with the broader but less 

angular mare ridges vbserved from earth. This composite picture provides 

a better description of the nature of mare ridges than was previously 

available. Mare ridges are seen as more angular, often having flat tops, 

and with low escarpments on one or both sides. 

Throughout this area there are large numbers and varieties of crater chains 

and coalescing craters. These are generally found on, or adjoining, the 

mare ridges, quite often at terminal points. This is also true for many of 

the more prominent single craters. Maskelyne G and Sabine D are centered 

on large swells. Sabine E is the only prominent crater in the area which 

does not have a raised rim. It lies at a junction point between ridges. 

On full moon photography it shows a dark interior. 

Ray systems from Arago, Dionysius, Moltke, and Theophilus blend together 

over the area, with those from Theophilus dominating. Ranger VIII photog

raphy reveals a pattern of delicate lineaments running SW-NE and SE-NW. 

These are well portrayed on RLC-8 (1 :100,000) and RLC-9 (1 :50,000). They 

could be typical of all of area J. These lineaments do not coincide with 

either the rays or the local mare ridges. 

C-5: This probably is the smoothest area within the chart. It is slightly 

darker than area J, although it is crossed by some rays, primarily from 

Mbltke. There are no major mare ridges in this area and the largest crater 

has a diameter of only 2 kilometers. The lineaments described in area J 

do not show on the Ranger photos in this area. A transition between this 

and the surrounding area shows in finer detail on the Ranger chart RLC-8. 

Ref.: AIC Charts 

6oC ARAGO 

6oD AGRIPPA 



AREA: 

SUBJEm': 

DFSCRIPTION: 

OON/20E 

TELESCOPE OBSERVATIONS 

C-1; This area includes the floor and outer slopes of the 

crater Sabine. The floor is generally level but very 

irregular. These irregularities include deep grooves, single 

and multiple craters, and several small hills. The outer 

slopes are gentle and blend into the surrounding maria with

out creating a line of differentiation. These slopes are 

densely covered with a pattern of irregular ridges and 

numerous minor craters. The largest of these minor craters 

is Sabine AD. Ranger VIII photography shows this as a deep 

bowl shaped crater, with a dark band on its east inner wall. 

Full moon photos show a dark halo around the crater and also 

that only the west inner wall is bright. 

C-2: This area consists of the western margin of Mare 

Tranquillitatis. The several mare ridges in this area are 

not as prominent as those to the east (area 3). Several 

rille systems are in this area, and are even more numerous 

just to the west. Arago Alpha and Arago Beta are two large 

domes similar in size, shape, and general characteristics. 

They lack the smooth appearance seen on most domes and are 

not as circular. Both domes have a rather hummocky appear

ance. Several small pits have been observed on their surface. 

Only the upper part of the inner rim is bright under full 

moon illumination. There is also a light area in the center 

of the crater at the end of the central ridge. 

C-3: Lamont is a roughly circular pattern of mare ridges. 

These are part of the complex system of mare ridges which 

dominate the center of the chart area from north to south. 

These ridges are contained in a large irregular swell 
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,4REA: 

SUBJECT: 

OON/20E 

TERRAIN MAP OF LUNAR EQUATORIAL ABEA 

LEGEND 

mm. DESCRIPriON TYPE AREA 

~ Ray covered maria Kepler region 

~ Regional maria Oceanus Procellar~, 
50 km NE of Flamsteed 

H1 General highlands Area 50-100 km N of 
Hipparcus 

c Young craters Copernicus 

CE Young crater Copernicus 
ejecta blanket 

SYMBOL FEATURES 

Ref.: 

CCD 

Contact 

Wrinkle ridge 

Rille, outlined where wider than 
1 km 

Dome with superimposed craters 

Crater chain 

Dome with superimposed crater 
chain 

Jaffe, L.D.: Lunar Scientific Model, NASA Project 
Document No. 54. Surveyor Project, Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena, California, August J, 1965. 
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AREA: 

SUBJEOT: 

!!!m. 
I-A 

III-A 

III- A- 1 

III-A-2 

III-A-2b 

III-A~2c 

III-A-3 

III-B 

III ... B-1 

III-B-3 

III-C 

IV~A 

rv ... B 

IV-C-1 

IV-D 
IV-E 

IV-H 

OON/20E 

LUNAR TERRAIN ATLAS 

lEGEND 

DESCRIPI'ION 

Mare Material 

Well-F,; rmed Craters 

Crater Material 
Unqifferentiated 

Undifferentiated 

Crater Floor 

Crater Peaks 

Crater Rim 

Modifie4 Craters 

Modified Crater Interior 
Walls 

Modified Crater Rim 

Undifferentiated 

Mare Ridge 

Do:p:~.es 

Rills 

Plateaus 

Escarpment 

Chain Craters 

SYMBOLOGY 

SYMBOL 

TYPE AREA 

Procellarum Uplands and Riphaeus 
of Mare Procellarum 

Crater Aristillus 

Albategnius Area 

Albategnius Area 

Albategnius Area 

Crater Aristillus 

Southern Sinus Medii Area 

Albategnius Area 

Albategnius Area 

Albategnius Area 

Albategnius Area 

Mare Serenitatis-Eastern Area 

Cauchy Rille Area, Mare Tran
quillitatis East Half 

Rille Southeast of Sabine Crater 

Reiner Crater Area 

Cauchy Rille Area, Mare Tran
quillitatis East Half 

Kant Area 

FEATURES 

~ Ray Material 
_ ...,. _ _ Lineaments 
4 t • Ridge crests 
~~- _ Faults: solid line 

• :L~.7 .---:;..... Inferred Fault: dotted line 
~ Definite Boundary 

_ _ _ _ _ _ Indefinite Boundary 
_ _ _ _ _ Group Boundary 
---.....-•• Slump Boundary 

Ref.: Holm, F.A., Rowan, L.C. and McCauley, J.F.: Terrain Map of the 
Lunar Equatorial Belt, Base Map V, Mercator Projection, Scale 
1:1,000,000, 1966. 
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AREA: 

SUBJECT: 

DESCRIPI'ION: 

OON/~E 

RANGER VIII 

On February 17, 1965 a rocket was launched from Cape 

Kennedy toward the moon. There were cameras mounted 

in the landing craft to transmit photographs of the 

area below the spacecraft to a receiving station on 

earth. The basic objective of Ranger VIII was to 

photograph a section of the lunar maria as the space-

craft hurtled toward a crash landing on the moon. 

Approximately 23 minutes before the craft hit the 

moon, the cameras began transmitting photographs to 

earth. A total of 7137 photographs were received at 

the Jet Propulsion Laboratories in California. 

Ref.: Ranger VIII Photographs of the Moon. 
NASA SP-111 
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GEOLOGY 

The two main divisions of geology, i.e., stratigraphy and structure 
as pertains to the area covered by this data book are summarized in this 
section. 

To determine the sequence of major ·events on the solid surface of the 
earth, geologists have long employed the principle of superposition: in 
most cases, the overlying feature is the younger. Applying this same 
principle to the geology of the moon, geologists have hypothesized that 
craters such as Copernicus which have easily visible rays (bright streaks 
radiating outward and overlying other features) are of more recent origin 
than craters such as Eratosthenes which have no visible rays. On the 
basis of this kind of reasoning, it is possible to divide the moon's 
history into chronological periods, designated Copernican, Eratosthenian, 
Imbrian and Pre-Imbrian. It is on this premise that lunar stratigraphy 
is based. The structural concept is chiefly determined by common photo
graphic indications of faults, ridges, etc. (B-7) 

It should be realized that these concepts are theoretical and remain 
to be tested by actual sampling of the lunar surface. 
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DESCRIPI'IVE GEOLOGY 

STRATIGRAPHY 

IMBRIAN SYSTEM 

ARCHIMEDIAN SERIES 

Crater Materials (Icr) - The oldest exposed Imbrian material within 
the book area is mapped as Crater Rim Material and is found in association 
with two craters, M:Lnners and Arago B, which are located in the extreme 
mid-western part of the area of interest. The rims of these craters are 
interpreted to consist of ejecta material derived from the craters at the 
time of their formation. The topography is gently hummocky or smooth, 
and the albedo is low (M-.3). 

Procellarum Group (Ipm) - Procellarum deposits which are exposed in 
over 80 percent of the surface area, consist of relatively flat lying mare 
material and dome material. 

The mare materials overlap all but the topographically highest pre
Procellarum deposits and form extensive, horizontal surfaces which are 
locally influenced by the presence of ridges and rilles. These materials 
are interpreted to be volcanic flows which m~ consist of ash-flow tuff 
which is possibly covered by ash-fall tuff. On the basis of albedo, the 
Procellarum Group has been subdivided into four units (Ipm 1 through Ipm 4). 
The lowest number denotes the brightest and the highest number denotes the 
darkest albedo. All of the designated Procellarum Group deposits in this 
area fall in the Ipm 2 unit, except for two zones of Ipm 1 in the north
east and east central part of the area. Albedo differences probably 
reflect difference in age or composition of the uppermost l~er only. 
Albedo is low compared with most other units. 

Three domes (Ipd) of Procellarum Group age which have been mapped 
within the book area are situated just beyond the outside edge of Arago 
crater. These domes have irregular outlines and ~ have summit craters. 
Domes having summit craters are interpreted to be shield volcanoes while 
subdued craters without summit craters ~ be laccoliths. Albedo of domes 
is similar to that of the mare material (M-.3). 

Eratosthenian-Imbrian Systems (Undifferentiated) 

Sabine crater and the adjacent Ritter crater are of indeterminate age 
and therefore designated Eratosthenian-Imbrian. The rim, wall and slope 
features are similar to corresponding Eratosthenian units. The crater 
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Descriptive Geology-Imbrian System 
(Cent 'd) 

floors, however, are higher and broader than the floors of Eratosthenian 
and Copernican craters of comparable size. Hills are commonly also 
present on the level floor plains (~3). 

Eratosthenian System 

Numerous craters of Eratoshtenian age are distributed randomly over 
the older surfaces of the book area. All of the craters of this age are 
typically symmetrical and, with the exception of Arago, have diameters of 
less than 8 kilometers. Arago, which is approximately 25 kilometers in 
diameter has rim materi.al which is interpreted to consist of impact ejecta 
derived from the crater. The larger ejecta fragments tend to have been 
deposited near the rim crest and form irregular hummocks. The ejecta 
fragments become smaller in size away from the crest and form low, sub
radial ridges away from the crater. At telescopic resolution, the rim 
material associated with the small craters forms a smooth surface. The 
Eratosthenian wall materials have been deposited on steep to moderate 
slopes and are interpreted to consist primarily of slump materials which 
have been stable long enough to become dark and may, in part, be exposed 
rock shock breccia and deformed bedrock. 

Eigh on the steep slopes surfaces, where slumping has freshly exposed 
the bedrock, a high albedo is recorded and the surfaces are mapped as 
Copernican slope material. These surfaces probably consist both of talus 
and bedrock uncovered during talus formation. The only Eratosthenian floor 
material mapped within the immediate area of interest is present within 
Arago crater. It appears to form a fairly smooth surface and is interpreted 
to consist of slump fallback, and possible later volcanic flows. The 
central peak which rises above the floor of Arago is elongate in shape and 
is connected to the north wall of the crater by a ridge (B-9). The central 
portion of the peak is interpreted to consist of shock-brecciated bedrock 
which was upthrown violently during impact and the outer portion may con
sist of slump materials or later volcanic deposits. The Eratosthenian rim 
and wall materials have a moderate albedo, the floors show a low albedo 
and the crater peak materials have an albedo which is moderately high (M-3). 

Copernican System 

Aside from the Copernican designated slope material associated with 
older craters discussed above, the features of Copernican age within the 
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Descriptive Geology-Eratosthenian System 
(cont 1d) 

area consist of satellitic craters and ray materials. The former are 
shallow craters with low rims which usually occur in clusters around large 
craters. They are irregular in shape and are locally composites of two or 
more merging round craters, and are interpreted to be secondary craters 
excavated by ejecta from large primary craters (M-3). Ray materials have 
been deposited over portions of the pre-Copernican surfaces of the book 
area (M-2). These ray features locally trend in a . roughly north-north
westerly direction. This material is interpreted to be chiefly crushed 
rock which forms thin patchy layers and is probably not more than a meter 
thick in most places. Albedo is generally high in the ray areas and 
grades into that of the surrounding material (M-3). 
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STRUarURE 

The dominant structural features within the area are the ridges 
which vary in form from relatively simple linear and sinuous types to 
intricately interlocking and bifurcating systems. These features, which 
are restricted to the mare material surfaces, may be pressure ridges or 
the sites of volcanic extrusion or intrusion. 

The second most prominent of the structural features are several 
systems of graben forming faults which are present in the western portion 
of the book area. Two of these graben trenches, which run tangent in a 
south-southeasterly direction from the southern rim of Sabine crater, are 
discussed more fully in the studies of the Ranger VIII photography (B-17). 

Several scarps and lineaments are present in the central portion of 
the study area. The former are interpreted to represent faults, flow
fronts or mantled scarps of underlying features. The lineaments are 
troughs or scarps of unlrnown nature and may be single faults, grabens, 
buried grabensor features of depositional texture. 

Several crater chains are mapped in the northeastern quadrant of the 
book area. These consist of partially overlapping aligned craters which 
locally may have either high or low rims. If these features are of 
volcanic origin, they indicate zones of structural weakness (M-3). 
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ENGINEERING 

This section of the book is an accumulation of data involving 
impirical and mechanical aspects of lunar technology and covers such 
subjects or disciplines as radar, chemistry, albedo, surface thermometry, 
bearing strength, soil density, etc. 

As more data is acquired on each of these, they will be added and in 
time they may become major divisions of the book. 



AREA: OON/20E 

SUBJECT: ISarHERMAL CONTOURS 

DESCRIPTION:. This shows a section of the Lunar Isothermal Chart for 

the Equatorial region, obtained during totality of the 

December 19, 1964 eclipse. 

Contour Interval: 2° ~ 

Ref.: Saari, J.M. and Shorthill, R.W.: Eclipse Isothermal 
Contours - for data of 12-19-64. Boeing Scientific 
Research Laboratories (Subject to revision 7-1-67). 
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AREA: OON/ 20E 

SUBJECT: THERMAL ANOMALIES 

DESCRIPTION: This shows a section of the Lunar Isothermal Chart for the 

Equatorial region, obtained during totality of the December 

19, 1964 eclipse. 

Contour intervals correspond to equal increments of signal 

in the 10 to 12 micron band. 

Hot spots 

Ref.: Saari, J.M. and Shorthill, R.W.: Isotherms in the 
Equatorial Region of the Totally Eclipsed Moon. D1-82-05JO. 
Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories. April 1966. 
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RADAR CHARACTERISTICS 

The diffusely scattered component of the radar ehco has been 
shown to be directly related to the distribution of wavelength-sized 
irregularities across the lunar surface. Its measurement at centimeter 
and decimeter wavelengths provides a comparatively inexpensive assessment 
of the local surface roughness in a size range of direct interest to a 
lunar landing system. 

Using delay-doppler mapping techniques with as fine a resolution 
as possible, MIT Lincoln Laboratories was contracted by NASA to determine 
the distribution of radar scattering properties across the lunar surface 
at 3.8 em wavelength. A similar set of observations at 70 em wavelength 
has been carried out by Cornell University under NASA Grant NGR 33-010-024. 
The two wavelength observations will be compared with each other and with 
telescopic photographs of the lunar surface in a joint MIT Lincoln Labora
tory/Cornell University report to be issued at a later date. From the 
variations of these observations with respect to the lunar average, it 
should prove possible to deduce the surface distribution of wavelength-sized 
irregularities, as well as to locate regions having atypical local surface 
slopes. 

In 1964, T.W. Thompson and associates, conducted a study at Arecibo, 
Puerto Rico utilizing circularly polarized radiation of 70 em wavelength 
(430 MS/S) where coherent pulse analysis allowed resolution of areas approx-
imately 2JJ x 2JJ Km. An overlay (M-5) outlines the features of the experi-
mental results. None of the regions studied to date fall within the area 
of this book. The Arecibo lunar experiments are continuing at wavelengths 
of 70 and 740 centimeters with resolutions up to 8 x 8 kilometers. 



AREA: 

SUBJECT: 

DESCRIPr ION: 

OON/2DE 

ALBEDO MAP 

This chart was compiled through photographic photometry 

using source photographs taken with the 24-inch refracting 

telescope of Pic du Midi Observatory. 

Photometric calibration was provided through the exposure 

of a sensitometric step wedge along with the lunar image 

prior to photographic processing. From the derived 

characteristic surveys, relative exposure values were re-

captured with a deviation of less than one percent of the 

average exposure level. Each photograph was measured and 

densities were converted to exposure values through the 

individual wedges. 

The contours represent levels of equal brightness as 

derived from astronomical observations made near full moon 

and are valuable in describing radiance differences which 

are primarily albedo-dependent. The map portion included 

in this volume was rectified an enlarged to 1:1,000,000 

scale. 

Ref.: Anonymous: Lunar Albedo Reference Chart, Scale 
1:2,500,000, Published for NASA by ACIC, Orthographic 
Projection, First Edition, June 1967. 
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AREA: OON/20E 

SUBJECT: ALBEDO 

DESCRIPTION: The overlay represents a classification of the lunar 

surface according to units of albedo. Units were defined 

by exposing a Lick Observatory 1939 full moon photograph 

to hign contrast film at controlled exposure levels. 

. . . . . . . .. . . .. --·-· ......... . . . . . 
'··········-----" 

,-----, 
L __ _j 

Approximate albedo 0.115 to 0.125. 
Brightest Tycho rays, part of floor 
of Copernicus, central peak and part 
of rim of Kepler are included. 

Approximate albedo 0.103 to 0.115 • 
Further Tycho rays are included; also 
all of Copernicus floor and rim, and 
Kepler floor and rim. 

Approximate albedo 0.085 to 0.103. 
Brightest Copernican rays are included, 
~s are central peak and part of rim of 
Lansberg. 

Approximate albedo 0.075 to 0.085. The 
r . - . . - . --, . floor of Flamsteed is included and all . . 
L. _ . __,.. . _J further ray and continent areas. 

Remaining areas are darker than 0.060. 

Ref.: West, M.N. and Rowan, L.C.: Albedo of the Lunar 
Equatorial Belt 2JJ0 N - 20° s, 60° W - 60° E (Preliminary 
Edition). Published by U.S. Geological Survey, July 1965. 
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AREA: 

SUBJECT: 

DESCRIPTION: 

OON/20E 

SURVEYOR V 

Surveyor V was launched from Cape Kennedy, Florida on 

September 8, 1967. After a successful translunar journey 

it soft landed in the southwest portion of Mare Tranquilli-

tatis, within the area of this book. During the two lunar 

days that Surveyor V operated it took over 19,000 tele-

vision pictures. Several scientific experiments also were 

success.fully undertaken. On the following pages the landing 

site and four television pictures are shown as results of 

the Surveyor Program. 

Ref.: Anon.: "Surveyor V Mission Report, Part II: 
Science Results," NASA Technical Report .32-1246 
by Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute 
of Technology, Pasadena, California. November 1, 1967. 
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AREA: 

SUBJEar: 

DESCRIPTION: 

OON/20E 

ROLLED STONE 

Large, cohesive, and near-spherical boulders exist on 

the lunar surface and at least a few of them have been 

moved recently enough that their tracks have not been 

obliterated by lunar erosional processes. These overl~s 

identify and locate two of them. Both are in the south 

half of the book area, and due to their nearness to a 

possible landing site (east one) and because of its interest 

from a bearing strength standpoint, they have been included. 

Ref.: Eggleston, J.M., Patteson, A.W., Throop, J.E., 
Arant, W. H. , and Spooner, D. L. : Preliminary 
Investigation of a Lunar "Rolling Stone" NASA 
Technical Memorandum X-58007, Manned Spacecraft 
Center, March 1967. 
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